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pUBlIShed aS a pUBlIC reINForMatIoN SerVICe
By the ChUrCh oF the latter day oMNIaN FaIth

“Om holds the world up, prayers make it go round”
2nd Book of Ossory 3 xviii B

in which the 
celebrated author 

exposes sundry misconceptions,  
lies, and statisticks concerning the true 

shape of the worlde, mistakenly referred to by
some deluded personnes as the “Dysk-Worlde”

With convincing explanations of numerous phænomena ignorantly 
supposed to prove the worlde be flatte, among them such mysteries as: 
The Turtle Delusion / Rimfall in Reverse / The Cori Celesti Whirlpool /
Elephantine Eyewash / The Gods Deception / Unmanifesting Dunmanifestin /

Quantum Quackery / Magickal Mendacity / The Counterfeit Continent /
What Om Really Meant When He Appeared to Say That the Worlde is Flat
How a Very Large Lump of Rocke Can Float in Space With Nothing to Hold It Up

Why People Don’t Fall off the Bottom (Because That is the Underworld, Stupid)

and many more...



In the same serIes by sundry authors:

The Inconsistency of Modern Astromancy and Its Opposition to Holy Wrytte
Lemuel Roe Burlybottom

Theoretical Turtology Examined and Exposed — Proving the Worlde not Flat
(with an edifying supplement on the absurdity of Worlde-bearyng pachyderms)

Will the Woodturner

A Thousand Proofs the Globe is not a Dysk
Will the Woodturner (ed.)

“Dysk”-Worlde not a Dysk Review (magazine, $1.20p monthly)
Lady Anna Morphosis

Elephant Design — Allometrick Limits to Pachydermal Growth: a Workshoppe
Various Authors of International Repute

Rounde Lyke a Rocke!!!
Gabbro Greywacke

Om’s Omniscient Omnipotent Omnipresent Omnipercipient Omnibus
Anon.

Treacle Traps for the Compleat Idyotte
Wilmot Witchfinder

Inspire the Intransigent Infidel with Salutory Corporeal Severity
Praise-the-Benevolent-Mercy-of-Om Barebone

Roundlande: How a Misguided Dyskbeliever Dyskovered Sphericity
A. Sphere

The Ology of Species  (17th Edition, unrevised)
The Rev. Charles Darwin

JOIN OUR PROSELYTIZING-PAMPHLET-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
and receive a free inflatable pig-bladder depictyng the true shape of the worlde 

(voluntary donation strongly advised)

the omnIsPhere
the true Form of the Worlde,

as revealed by the Great God om to his prophets

The supposed “Dysk” is in reality the upper demisphere of a perfect sphere, the  
Omnisphere. Here Om (praise His Wisdom) placed all mundanes — living creatures,  
including trolls, dwarfs, vampires, elves, Nac Mac Feegle, human beings, and a rather 
puzzling orang-utan; once-living creatures such as zombies; and creatures of neither 
persuasion such as golems. He ordained (as clearly stated in Chapter 847 of The Septa-

teuch) that all of them should be subservient to the power of Omnia, itself administered 
by the Priesthood of the Church of the Latter Day Omnian Faith (cf. The True Book 

of the Latter Days of Om, Not to be Confused With the Superstitious Rubbish that 

Heretics Believe). 
Mundanes do not fall off because the upper demisphere holds them up. The lower 

demisphere is the Underworld (obviously). This is the domain of the undanes — the 



resurrected dead, who avoid falling off through the boundless grace of Om, who transforms 
them into weightless spirits.

Cori Celesti, which anOmists* falsely believe to be the home of the gods, perched on 
the Ramtop Mountains, is in reality the exact opposite. Concealed behind the mountains 
is a deep shaft, leading to the centre of the Omnisphere. Water from the ocean descends 
through the COri Celesti WhirlpOOl, and is heated by the internal fires, to be vented as 
steam through the recycling waterspouts just south of the equator.

Here the steam freezes and descends as snow, to form the ring Of iCe. The ring Of fire, 
slightly to the south, melts the ice, which flows upwards (to get away from the fire, water being 
naturally antagonistic to fire — it is mutual).

The so-called “rimfall” in reality runs the other way: a rimrise that returns the melted ice 
to the ocean — avoiding the impossibility of magickal recyclement of water pouring into 
empty space in torrents off the edge of the so-called “Dysk”. It is aided by the sucking effect 
of the Cori Celesti Whirlpool.
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[Alleged “difficulties” with this system of the worlde will be explained in their proper place. 
The author wishes to point out that claims to have observed “rimfall” are readily explained 
as optickal illusions caused by the exceptional atmospheric and meteorologickal conditions 
pertaining at the equator, in conjunction with certain subtle effects of magnetick effluvia and 
ætherial currents. Compleat details may be found in the author’s six-volume treatise Nova Prin-

cipia Vibromatickae Caelisti et Terrae, or: How Aetherick Oscillations Explain Everythyng 

that has Ever Occurred, or will Occur, or Indeed Might Occur, Throughout the Entyre 

Universe Includyng Your Own Home!!! (Temporarily out of print due to lack of demand.)]

* Those misguided souls who ignorantly disbelieve in the True Om, as opposed to disbelieving in false gods 
of the same name.

ten erroneous attemPts 

to “Prove” the “Dysk” is Flat

The number of illogical and fallacious “proofs” that the so-called Dysk is flat, circular, rides 
on the back of four giant worlde-bearyng elephants, which in turn stand on an even more 
gigantic turtle &c &c &c (for Om’s sake!) is truly astoundyng. Not too saye: amazyng 
and fantastic. There is room in this tract onlye for a representative selection of the most 
common fibs, misconceptions, terminologickal inexactitudes, lies, deceptions, distortions, 
propaganda, hoaxes... Are you following me here?

1. PeoPle have been to the edGe
The voyage to the equatorial regions of the globe that we inhabit is long and arduous, and 
any traveller who manages to reach these regions will undoubtedly be suffering from thirst, 
hunger, scurvie, and quite possibly the unrecognizable pox. Ergo: they will bee hallucinating 
and sufferyng from all manner of delusions. A giant turtle is peanuts compared to what 
some travellers have reported.

2. WIzards have observed the “dysk” shaPe
The wizards of Unseen University pretend to arcane knowledge of magick, and claim to have 
encountered gods, such as the god of evolution. Such beings cannot exist, since the Great God 
Om is the sole deity. The so-called ‘magick’ is nothing more than pretentious party tricks, 
readily reproduced by anyone capable of concealing a small squid up his sleeve. The testimony 
of wizards is widely known to be wholly unreliable, especially from the one named Rincewind.

3. butte, hanG on, they have observed the turtle’s 
head PokynG out
They claim to have done so. It is a hoax.

4. PeoPle Would Fall oFF a round World
No people inhabit the lower demisphere of the Omnisphere (see illus.). Possibly because 
they have already fallen off, thus proving that the worlde is round. More probably, because 
Om in His Majesty ordained that the lower demisphere should constitute the Underworld.* 

* Hence the name.



As such it is the domain of those who have attained the afterlife, who are entirely spiritual 
and in particular have no material substance. Falling off is therefore not an issue.

5. the kIte observed the elePhants and the turtle
The story of the voyage of the Kite is a transparent sham. Being heavier than air, no such 
construction could fly. The sole evidence for its alleged observations consists of paintings 
by Leonard da Quirm. His supposed masterpiece Mona Ogg demonstrates his lack of artis-
tic skill. The paintings are most probably forgeries; indeed, Leonard da Quirm probably 
forged them himself.

6. elePhants are needed to suPPort the Worlde
Om holds the worlde up by His supernatural powers. Although a flat worlde might require 
external support, a rounde world cannot fall because it has no preferred orientation. Except 
to put the mundane demisphere at the top, naturally.* There is thus no need for an elephant, 
let alone four of them. What do they eat? How do they carry out normal bodily functions? 
What happens to the vast quantities of marsh-gas that all herbivores emit? When they go 
to sleep, the “Dysk” would fall off. The wizards claim that one of the alleged elephants has 
already fallen off the turtle. Possibly. Yet they do not pursue their own logick, a manifest 
and glaring inconsistencie.

7. a turtle Is needed to suPPort the elePhants
Look, dumbo, I have just explained to you that there are no elephants. Even if there were: what 

supports the turtle? How can such a creature swim when there is no water? (The turtles-all-
the-way-down theory is ludicrous.) Space is a near-vacuum. The Genuan philosopher Gogol 
Gogolollo demonstrated that even something as light as a feather falls in a vacuum. (The 
lightness of a feather is the reason whye birdes do make their wyngs from these.) 

It is as plain as the nose on your face that the turtle is merely a theory-saving add-on, 
intended to plug the obvious logical chasm in the elephant theory, contrary to Oggham’s razor.

8. ePhebIan PhIlosoPhers have measured the  
dImensIons oF the Worlde
Ephebian philosophers have “proved” that motion is impossible, sound travels faster than 
light, an arrow cannot hit a running man, and the tortoise is the fastest animal in existence. 
Plus, most of them are drunk all the time. 

* Indeed, the top is its natural place. Observe the beauty of Om’s creation.

Why the turtle-and-
elephant theory cannot 

holde its water.

9. the maPPe oF the Worlde shoWs a dysk
Indeed, this is so. But the reason is symple: a mappe must be printed on a flat sheet of 
paper. For thys reason cartographers resort to a technique whych they themselves refer to as 
‘dystortion’. To explain this method, it is necessary to employ mathematicks, and any reader 
who is challenged in this department is requested to skip the next paragraph.

Three common projections are employed to represent a demispherical worlde on a flat 
sheet. One is the Gnomic projection, employing lines radiatyng from the centre, whych 
represents the demisphere as a dysk. The second is Stereographyckal projection from the 
south pole, whych also represents the demisphere as a dysk. The Stereographyckal projec-
tion has the advantage of being conformal — id est, it preserveth angles. The third is the 
Justsquashytflatte projection, in whych points on the demisphere project orthogonallie on 
to an equatorial plane. This, too, represents the demisphere as a dysk. All three projections 
distort shapes significantly near the so-called “rim”. Tellingly, all represent a demisphere as 
a dysk (did I make that clear?).

Schematyckal representations of (from left to  
right respectively) Gnomic, Stereographyckal, 
and Justsquashytflatte projections, respectively are 
here provided. Observe that all three methods can 
easily mislead a naive viewer into imaginyng that the world is a flatte dysk. The well-informed 
personne understands that thys dysk is a mere convention, a necessary distortion imposed 
by the need to represent a demisphere on a flatte sheet of paper.

10. the turtle moves
No, it doth not. Neither doth it stay still. There is no turtle.


